Scam of the Week™
January 18, 2013
Joke of the Week™ - Iced tea is no longer served at Texas A&M . . . visit

The Reverend Tony™ for the Joke of the Week™.
Scam of the Week™ - Tonight with Okrah Lance will announce a new
foundation but canʼt decide between CheatStrong™ or LiveCheat™. Please
help Lance decide by voting early and often at The

Reverend Tony™.

Several things gleaned from last nightʼs broadcast such as
1.

The statutes of limitations have run on all of his transgressions, even

his frauds.
2.

As Lance has been PEDZ free1 during his comeback therefore the

$50 Million he has earned since 2008 is not subject to restitution or
recoupment.
3.

Lance retired from the Tour de France when drug testing became

random rather than just after a race during his seven year winning streak.
4.

Everyone was doping.

5.

Betsy Andreu was fat.

6.

Lance loved his story and did everything and anything to promote

and perpetuate that story. Dear dear Austin wanted, dare to say, needed his story
even more.

1

so far as we know and if he lied to you once he will lie to you again

Lance Armstrong and Manti Teʼo are exactly why athletes should not be
held up as role models for anything other than for what winning costs.
Fútbol - Glory of glories as Arsenal have extended Theo Walcottʼs contract
another 3 1/2 years which means that he will leave Arsenal on the free for big big
money from someone else just after the next World Cup.
Arsenal are 18/5 over Chelski at Stamford Bridge early Sunday in a big
big London derby as both teams desperately need all three to stay in touch with
Champions League qualification. From 7:30am cst on Fox Soccer.
As Sung Hing say “The time to relax is when you do not have the time.”
Password tonight is “Relax”
Peace, love and margaritas, I remain The Reverend Tony™.
Polyticks - A gun owner should be required to have liability insurance of
$10,000 per bullet which is enough to pay for a funeral.
Light, sweet crude settled at $95.49 up 1.8% for the week, as natural gas
is up up up 9.4% to $3.494. The €uro is up a bit to $1.3384.
2 dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™.
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